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Abstract. In this paper, we give some results concerning stability in the Fredholm and 
Browder operators, via the concept of measures of weak noncompactness. Moreover, we 
investigate perturbation of left (right) Fredholm and Browder operators by polynomially 
weak compact operators. Finally, we establish the invariance, under weakly compact 
perturbations, of various essential spectra of a closed densely defined operators. These 
results are exploited to describe the essential spectra of a multidimensional neutron 
transport operator.   
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1. Introduction 
Let X  and Y  be two complex Banach spaces. We denote by ),( YXC  (resp., 

),( YXL ) the space of all closed densely defined linear operators acting from X  into Y  

(resp., the space of all bounded linear operators acting from X  into Y ). The closed 
subspace of all compact (resp., weakly compact) operators of ),( YXL  is designed by 

),( YXK  (resp., ),( YXW ). For ),( YXT C∈ , we write XT ⊆)(N  for the null space, 

YT ⊆)(R  for the range of T  and )(TD  for the domain of T . We denote 

)(=)( n

n
TT NN U

∞  and ).(=)( n

n
TT RR I

∞  We set )(:=)( TdimT Nα  and 

).(/=)(:=)( TdimYTcodimT RRβ  The sets of upper semi-Fredholm operators and 
lower semi-Fredholm operators are respectively defined by:  

 
)}.)((<)(),({=),(

},)(<)(),({=),(

YinclosedTthenTsuchthatYXTYX

YinclosedTandTsuchthatYXTYX

RC

RC

∞∈Φ
∞∈Φ

−

+

β
α

 

 ),(),(:=),( YXYXYX −+ Φ∩ΦΦ  is the set of Fredholm operators in ),( YXC . If 

YX = , the sets ),( XXL , ),( XXC , ),( XXK , ),( XXW , ),( XX+Φ , 

),( XX−Φ  and ),( XXΦ  are replaced respectively by )(XL , )(XC , )(XK , 

)(XW , )(X+Φ , )(X−Φ  and )(XΦ . If ),,(),( YXYXT −+ Φ∪Φ∈  the number 

)()(:=)( TTTi βα −  is called the index of T . )(Tρ  is the resolvent set of T .  Recall 

that, for )(XT C∈ , )(:= TXT D  (the domain of T ) endowed with the graph norm 
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TPP.  (i.e., PPPPPP Txxx T += ) is a Banach space and we have ).,( XXT TL∈  We 

denote �� the restriction of T  to ).(TD  Let J  be a linear operator on .X  If 

),(JXT D⊂  then J  will be called T -defined. If J  is T -defined, we will denote 

be  �� its restriction to .TX  Moreover, if ),,(Ĵ XX TL∈  we say that J  is T -bounded. 

Notice that if )(XT C∈  and J  a T -bounded, then we get the obvious 
relations:   





++++++ ).(=)ˆˆ(),(=)ˆˆ(),(=)ˆˆ(

),(=)ˆ(),(=)ˆ(),(=)ˆ(

JTJTJTJTJTJT

TTTTTT

RR

RR

ββαα
ββαα

      (1) 

 Hence, )(XT Φ∈  (resp., )(X+Φ ) if and only if ),(ˆ XXT TΦ∈  (resp., 

),( XXT+Φ ).  
 
Definition 1.1.  Let X  and Y  be two Banach spaces. 1. Let ),( YXT L∈ .  0.5 cm 

)(i  T  is said to have a left Fredholm inverse if there exists ),( XYTl L∈  and 

)(XK K∈  such that KITT Xl −= . The operator lT  is called left Fredholm inverse of 

T .   0.5 cm )(ii  T  is said to have a right Fredholm inverse if there exists 

),( XYTr L∈  such that )(YTTI rY K∈− . The operator rT  is called right Fredholm 

inverse of T .  )(iii  T  is said to have a Fredholm inverse if there exists a map which is 

both a left and a right Fredholm inverse of T .  2. Let TXT ).(C∈  is said to have a left 

Fredholm inverse (resp., right Fredholm inverse, Fredholm inverse) if ��  has a left 
Fredholm inverse (resp., right Fredholm inverse, Fredholm inverse).             ♦  
 

 The sets of left and right Fredholm inverses are respectively defined by:  

 
}.)({:=)(

})({:=)(

rseedholminveasarightFrsuchthatThXTX

sedholminverasaleftFresuchthatThXTX

r

l

C

C

∈Φ
∈Φ

 

 It should notice, by the classical theory of Fredholm operators (see for example [10]), that 
).()(=)( XXX lr Φ∩ΦΦ   

In this paper, we are concerned, for ),(XT C∈  with the following essential 
spectra:  

)},({:=)( XTthatsuchTW Φ∉−∈ λλσ C   

),(\=0}=)()({\:=)( TTithatsuchXTT SS ρλλσ CC −Φ∈−  

),(\=)}()({\:=)( TTinarenearscalarsallthatsuchTT BSB ρρλρλσ CC ∈   

),(\:=)()},(;{:=)( TTXTT lelelle σρλλσ CC Φ∉−∈  

).(\:=)()},(;{:=)( TTXTT rererre σρλλσ CC Φ∉−∈  The subsets (.)Wσ  is the 

Wolf essential spectrum [8, 17], (.)Sσ  is the Schechter essential spectrum [14], (.)Bσ  
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denotes the Browder essential spectrum [8] and (.)leσ  (resp., (.)reσ ) is the left (resp., 

right) essential spectrum [10]. Note that, in general, we have 
).()()(=)()( TTTTT BSWrele σσσσσ ⊂⊂∪   Let )(XT L∈ . Recall that )(Ta  

(resp. )(Td ), the ascent (resp. the descent) of T , is the smallest non-negative integer n  

such that )(=)( 1+nn TT NN  (resp. ))(=)( 1+nn TT RR . If no such n  exists, then 

+∞=)(Ta  (resp. +∞=)(Td ). The set of left (right) Browder operators are defined 
respectively by:  

 
}.<)()()({=)(

},<)()()({=)(

∞Φ∈∈
∞Φ∈∈

TdandXTsuchthatXTX

TaandXTsuchthatXTX

rr

ll

LB

LB
 

 The set of Browder operators on X  is ).()(=)( XXX rl BBB ∩   

 
Definition 1.2. A Banach space X  is said to have the Dunford-Pettis property (for short 
property DP) if for each Banach space Y  every weakly compact operator YXT →:  

takes weakly compact sets in X  into norm compact sets of Y .             ♦  
 It is well known that any 1L -space has the property DP [5]. For further examples 

we refer to [4].  
 

Definition 1.3. Let X  and Y  be two complex Banach spaces. An operator YXT →:  

is said to be a Dunford-Pettis operator (for short property DP operator) if T  maps weakly 
compact sets onto compact sets.            ♦  

An important question is to characterize, for given ),(XT Φ∈  the class of 

)(XS C∈ , such that ST +  still belongs to ).(XΦ  A lot of work, devoted to this 
subject, has been done. We refer, for examples, to [1, 2, 3, 8, 9] and the references therein. 
The purpose of this work is to pursue the analysis started in [1, 3, 9]. More precisely, in 
section 2 , by the use of the concept of measures weak of noncompactness, we study the 
stability problem in Fredholm and semi-Fredholm operators sets. The section 3  is 
devoted to perturbations of left (right) Fredholm and Browder operators by polynomially 
weak compact operators. Moreover, we apply the obtained results in section 2 to discuss 
their incidence on the behavior of essential spectra of operators belonging to ),(XC  

where X  has the Dunford-Pettis property. Finally, we give more precise description of 
the essential spectra of multidimensional neutron transport equation on 1L -spaces.  

 
2. Perturbation results by means measures of weak noncompactness 
The purpose of this section is to establish some results concerning stability in the class of 
Fredholm operators via the concept of measures of weak noncompactness. First, we will 
adopt the following definitions: 

 

Definition 2.1. Let X  and Y  be two Banach spaces, XB  the closure of the unit ball of 
X  and let µ  be a measure of weak noncompactness in Y . We define the function  

 )).((=)([[0,),(: XBTTTYX µψψ µµ →+∞→L  
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 µψ  is called a measure of weak noncompactness of operators associated to .µ              

♦  
 In what follows, consider X  a Banach space, XM  be the family of all 

nonempty and bounded subsets of X , )(XT L∈ , *T  is its adjoint, µ  (resp., *µ ) a 

measure of weak noncompactness in X  (resp., in *X ) and µΨ  (resp., *µ
Ψ ) a measure 

of weak noncompactness of operators associated to µ  (resp., to *µ ). We will make the 

following assumption:  )(H  :  )()())(( ATAT µµ µΨ≤ , for every .XA M∈    We 

begin with the following preparating result which is crucial for our purposes.  
 

Theorem 2.1. Let X  be a complex Banach space. Suppose that, for ),(XT L∈   

 ( )









∈•

•

•

+∞→

.

0,=)(lim

,)(

*

1

operatorDPisthatTsuchmexistsThere

T

trueholdsH

m

nn

n

N

µψ  

Then 
          )(XTI Φ∈−  and 0.=)( TIi −                       ♦ 

Proof. Since ( ) 0,=)(lim
1
nn

n Tµψ+∞→  then there exists *
0 N∈n  such that for all 

1.<)(,0
nTnn µψ≥  On the other hand, for  

....:=)(),)((=, 1* −+++−−∈ nn TTITwhereRTITRTIn N  By [13, Lemma 4.3], it 

suffice to prove that, for any ),(XK K∈  ∞−− <)( KTIα . To do so, it suffice to 

establish that the set XBKTIA ∩−− )(:= N  is compact. Consider ,Ax ∈  then 

).()(=))()(( xKTRxTITR −  Hence, for 0nn ≥ , ).()()(= xKTRxTx n +  Obviously 

).()()( AKTRATA n +⊂  Applying (.)µ  and taking account the hypothesis ),( 1H  we 
infer that  

 ).()())(()( ATATA nn µµµ µΨ≤≤  

Since 1<)( nTµΨ , then 0=)(Aµ  and therefore A  is relatively weakly compact 

including in ).()()( AKTRAT n −  We treat two cases:  

Case 1: If ,0 mn ≥  then 0n
T  is DP operator. Hence, )(0 AT

n
 is compact.  

Case 2: If mn <0 , then 1.<)( mTµψ  Since mT  is DP operator, then )(AT m  is 

compact. In both cases, we infer that, for 0nn ≥ , )(AT n  is compact. Hence A  is 

compact and therefore )(XTI +Φ∈− . Next, note that for [0,1]∈t , we have 

1<))(( 0n
tTµψ  and mtT )(  is DP operator. Then, from the above, )()( XtTI +Φ∈− . 

Now, by the continuity of the index on )(X+Φ , we get 0.=)(=)(=)( IitTIiTIi −−  
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Hence, ),(XTI Φ∈−  which completes the proof.              
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1.  
 

Corollary 2.1. Let X  be a complex Banach space and let )(XT L∈  such that mT  is 

weakly compact for some .*N∈m  )(i  If mT  is DP operator, then )(XTI Φ∈−  and 

0.=)( TIi −  )(ii  If X  has the property of DP, then )(XTI Φ∈−  and 0.=)( TIi −             
♦  

 In the rest of this section, consider )(XT C∈  and S  be T -bounded operator. 
The main result of this section is the following:  
 
Theorem 2.2.  Suppose that µΨ  satisfies the hypothesis )(H  and assume that, for rT  

a right Fredholm inverse of T ,  

 ( )






•

∈•

+∞→
0.=)ˆ(lim

)()ˆ(
1

*

nn
r

n

m
r

TS

XoperatorinDPisTSthatsuchmexistsThere

µψ

LN
 

 Then the following statements hold. )()( XSTi rΦ∈+  and ).(=)( TiSTi +  )(ii  If 

,<)( ∞Tα  then )(XST Φ∈+  and ).(=)( TiSTi +             ♦  
 

Proof. )(i  Keeping in mind Definition 1.1 and applying Theorem 2.1, we infer that 

)(ˆˆ( XTST r Φ∈+  and 0.=))ˆˆ(( rTSTi +  Hence, ).,(ˆˆ XXST TrΦ∈+  On the other 

hand, 0.=)ˆˆ()(=))ˆˆ(( STiTiTSTi rr +++  Thus, ).ˆ(=)(=)ˆˆ( TiTiSTi r−+  Finally 

the result follows from (1). )(ii  We have ).(=ˆ XKITT Xr Φ∈−  Since ,<)( ∞Tα  

then the use of [15, Theorem 2.7 p. 171] leads to ),( Tr XXT Φ∈ . Moreover, the fact that 

)()ˆˆ( XTST r Φ∈+ , then, by [15, Theorem 2.5 p.169], ).,(ˆˆ XXST TΦ∈+  Finally the 
result follows from (1).              
        In order to give a similar results to Theorem 2.2, consider Tµ  a measure of weak 

noncompactness in TX  and 
TµΨ  the measure of weak noncompactness of operators 

associated to .Tµ  Now, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can prove the 
following:  
 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that 

TµΨ  satisfies the hypotheses )(H  and assume that, for lT  

a left Fredholm inverse of T ,  

 ( )






•

∈•

+∞→
0.=)ˆ(lim

)()ˆ(
1

*

nn
lTn

T
m

l

ST

XoperatorinDPisSTthatsuchmexistsThere

µψ

LN
 

 Then the following statements hold. )()( XSTi lΦ∈+  and ).(=)( TiSTi +  )(ii  If 
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,<)( ∞Tβ  then )(XST Φ∈+  and ).(=)( TiSTi +             ♦  
 
As an immediate consequence of theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we have:  
 

Corollary 2.2. Assume that X  has the property DP. Then )(i  If there exists a right 

Fredholm inverse, rT , of T  such that m
rTS )ˆ(  is weakly compact in )(XL  for some 

,*N∈m  then )(XST rΦ∈+  and ).(=)( TiSTi +  Suppose moreover ,<)( ∞Tα  

then )(XST Φ∈+ . )(ii  If there exists a left Fredholm inverse, lT , of T  such that 
m

l ST )ˆ(  is weakly compact in )( TXL  for some ,*N∈m  then )(XST lΦ∈+  and 

).(=)( TiSTi +  Suppose moreover ,<)( ∞Tβ  then )(XST Φ∈+ .  
  

3. Applications  
3.1. Perturbation by polynomially weak compact operators 
In this section, X  designs a Banach space. Consider 

.)}()({0},\][);({=))(( XSPXPXSX WCLWP ∈∈∃∈ The purpose of this 
subsection is to prove an important result about perturbation by polynomially weak 
compact operators. Recall that for ))(( XS WP∈ , there exists a unique nonzero complex 

polynomial Sm  with leading coefficient 1  and of the minimal degree such that 

)(XmS W∈ . In this text, Sm  will be said the minimal polynomial of S .  

 
Definition 3.1. Let ))(( XS WP∈ , Sm  be the minimal polynomial of S  and let 

)(XT L∈ . We say that T  is in communication with S  if there exists a continuous map 

C→[0,1]:ϕ  for which 0=(0)ϕ , 1=(1)ϕ  and   

 ).()([0,1],, Tttallformofzeroallfor WS σλϕλ ∉∈         (2) 

  If (2) holds for )(Tleσ  ( )(Treσ ) instead of )(TWσ , then we shall say that T  is in left 

(right) communication with S .            ♦  
 The main result of this section is the following:  
 

Theorem 3.1.  Let )(, XST L∈  such that the commutator ],[ TS  is weakly compact 

and DP operator. Suppose that ))(( XS WP∈  and )(SmS  is DP operator.  )(i  If, 

)(Tleσλ ∈∀ , 0)( ≠λSm , then ).(XST lΦ∈−   If moreover T  is in left 

communication with S , then )(XT lΦ∈  and ).(=)( TiSTi −  )(ii  If, )(Treσλ ∈∀ , 

0)( ≠λSm , then )(XST rΦ∈− .  If moreover T  is in right communication with S , 

then )(XT rΦ∈  and ).(=)( TiSTi −  )(iii  If, )(TWσλ ∈∀ , 0)( ≠λSm , then 

).(XST Φ∈−  If moreover T  is in communication with S , then )(XT Φ∈  and 

).(=)( TiSTi −             ♦  

Proof. )(i  Since 0)( ≠λSm  for all ),(Tleσλ ∈  then we can write  
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),(=)(
1= i

N

iS TTm λ−∏  where, ).(},{1,..., TNi lei σλ ∉∈∀  Thus, ).()( XTm lS Φ∈  

On the other hand )(SmS  is weakly compact and DP operator, then, by Theorem 2.3, 

).()()( XSmTm lSS Φ∈−  Since the commutator ],[ TS  is weakly compact and DP 

operator, we can write  
 ,)(=)(=)()( 21 WSTLWLSTSmTm SS +−+−−  

 with )(XL L∈  and 21,WW  are two weakly compact and DP operators. Therefore, by 

Theorem 2.3, ).(XST lΦ∈−  Now, consider )),((=)(
1=

tzzQ i

N

it ϕλ−∏  then 

).())((=))(( SmtStQ S
N

t ϕϕ  Thus, ))(( StQt ϕ  is weakly compact and DP operator. 

Moreover, for all 0.)(),( ≠∈ λσλ tle QT  This yields   

 [0,1].),()( ∈Φ∈− tforallXStT lϕ                               (3) 

 By the continuity of the index function on ),(XlΦ  we get ))(( StTi ϕ−  is constant for 

all [0,1]∈t . In particular, ).(=)( TiSTi −  )(ii  Can be checked in the same way as )(i
. )(iii  Follows immediately from )(i  and )(ii .       

     Remark that if, for some *N∈n , n
S zzm =)( , then, for all )(XT lΦ∈  (resp., 

)(XT rΦ∈ ), T  is in left (resp., right) communication with S . Thus, we obtain the 
following:  
 
Corollary 3.1. Let )(, XST L∈  such that the commutator ],[ TS  is weakly compact 

and DP operator. Suppose that, for some *N∈n , nS  is weakly compact and DP operator. 
)(i  If )(XT lΦ∈ , then )(XST lΦ∈−  and ).(=)( TiSTi −  )(ii  If )(XT rΦ∈ , 

then )(XST rΦ∈−  and ).(=)( TiSTi −  )(ii  If )(XT Φ∈ , then )(XST Φ∈−  

and ).(=)( TiSTi −             ♦  
  

Theorem 3.2. Let )(, XST L∈  such that TSST = . Suppose that ))(( XS WP∈  and 

)(SmS  is DP operator.  )(i  If T  is in left communication with S  and +∞<)(Ta , 

then T  and ST −  are in )(XlB  and ).(=)( TiSTi −   )(ii  If T  is in right 

communication with S  and +∞<)(Td , then T  and ST −  are in )(XrB  and 

).(=)( TiSTi −  )(iii  If T  is in communication with S , +∞<)(Ta  and 

+∞<)(Td , then T  and ST −  are in )(XB  and ).(=)( TiSTi −   

Proof. )(i  According to hypothesis and by the proof Theorem 3.1 )(i , we get: 

)()( XStT lΦ∈−ϕ  and ).(=)( TiSTi −  Since TSST = , then according to 

[7, Theorem 3], ))(())(( StTStT ϕϕ −∩− ∞∞ RN  is locally constant function on the set 

[0,1] and therefore this function is constant on [0,1]. Since ,<)( ∞Ta  then from [16, 

Proposition 1.6(i)] : {0}=)()(=)()( TTTT ∞∞∞∞ ∩∩ RNRN  and hence,  
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{0}.=)()( STST −∩− ∞∞ RN   Thus, {0},=)()( STST −∩− ∞∞ RN  and again by 

[16, Proposition 1.6(i)], .<)( ∞− STa  )(ii  Since )()( * TT rele σσ ⊂ , then *T  is in 

left communication with *S . Thus, applying )(i , we get .<)(=)( ** ∞−− STaSTd  

)(iii  Follows immediately from )(i  and )(ii .              
 

3.2. Invariance of essential spectra on spaces with the Dunford-Pettis property 
Consider X  a Banach space which has the property DP, )(XT C∈  and assume that T  

satisfies the hypothesis ),(A  that is:  

 













+⊂+∞
∈−

.)()(

).([,]

,)(

)(

C

R

A

ofsetconnectedaisTii

KT

thatsuchexiststhereKoperatorboundedTallFori

Sρ

ρλ
λ

 

 In order to study the invariance of the essential spectra of )(XT C∈ , we need first to 
establish the following useful lemma:  
 
Lemma 3.1. Let )(XT C∈  satisfying the hypothesis )(A  and let S  be a T -bounded 

operator on .X  Then the following assertions hold.   )(i  )(Tρ  is a connected set of 

C .  )(ii  Assume that )( ST +ρ  is a connected set of C . Then     

).(),(])([)(),(])([ 11 STXSTSTXTS nn +∈∀∈−−⇔∈∀∈− −− ρλλρλλ WW ♦  

Proof. )(i   Since )(TSρ  is a connected set, then from [9, Lemma 3.1],  

)(=)( TT SB σσ  and the result follows from the following identity:  

}.);({\)(=)( tymultiplicialgebraicfiniteofeigenvalueisolatedanisTTT B λσλρρ ∈
 )(ii   Since T  satisfies the hypothesis ),(A  there exists R∈21, λλ  such that 

)([,] 1 Tρλ ⊂∞+  and ).([,] 2 ST +⊂∞+ ρλ  If we take },,{max= 21 λλλ  we have 

necessarily ).()([,] TST ρρλ ∩+⊂+∞  Hence, the set )()( TST ρρ ∩+  has a point 

of accumulation. For all λλ > , we have  

 .=])(][)([=])(][)([ 1111 ISTSITSITSISTSI −−−− −−+−−−−−−+ λλλλ  

 Hence, ])([ 1−−− TSI λ  is invertible. Moreover, for all :)()( TST ρρλ ∩+∈   

 [ ] [ ] [ ] .)()(=)( 111 nnn
TSITSSTS

−−−− −−−−− λλλ  

Thus, for all [,,] ∞+∈ λλ   

 ).(])([)(])([ 11 XTSXSTS nn WW ∈−⇔∈−− −− λλ  
Finally, the result follows from [3, Lemma 4.2, Remark 4.3].              
      Now, we are ready to state and prove the main result of this subsection.  
 
Theorem 3.3. Let S  be T -bounded such that )( ST +ρ  is a connected set of C . 
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Suppose that there exists *N∈n  such that, for all ),(Tρλ ∈  [ ]nTS 1)( −−λ  is weakly 

compact operator. Then the following assertions hold. )(i  If )(Treρ  and )( STre +ρ  

are connected sets of C , then ).(=)( TST rere σσ +  )(ii  If )(Tleρ  and )( STle +ρ  

are connected sets of C , then ).(=)( TST lele σσ +   )(iii  If )(TWρ  and )( STW +ρ  

are connected sets of C , then ).(=)( TST WW σσ +  )(iv  If )( STS +ρ  is a connected 

set of C , then 
         ).(=)()(=)( TSTandTST BBSS σσσσ ++                       ♦ 

Proof. )(i  Let [ ]{ }.)()(ˆ)(= XTSthatsuchTF
n

rren W∈−∈ λρλ  Clearly we have 

).()( TFT ren ρρ ⊂⊂  From Lemma 3.1 )(i , )(Tρ  has a point of accumulation. If 

)(Treρ  is a connected set, then by [3, Lemma 4.2, Remark 4.3], )(= TF ren ρ . Now, If 

we translate Theorems 2.2)(i  in terms of essential spectra, we get ).()( TST rere σσ ⊂+  

Conversely, by Lemma 3.1 )(ii , ).(),(])([ 1 STXSTS n +∈∀∈−− − ρλλ W  Since 

)( STre +ρ  is a connected set, then a similar reasoning as above leads to 

).()( STT rere +⊂ σσ  This proves )(i . With the same argument we prove )()( ivii −  if 

we consider respectively: 

[ ]{ })()(ˆ)(= XTSthatsuchTG
n

llen W∈−∈ λρλ , 

[ ]{ })()()(= 1 XTSthatsuchTH
n

Wn W∈−∈ −λρλ  and 

[ ]{ }.)()()(= 1 XTSthatsuchTQ
n

Sn W∈−∈ −λρλ               

 
Remark 3.1. )(i  It should be observed that The results of Theorem 3.3 remaind valid if 

we suppose that, for all nSTT ])[(),( 1−−∈ λρλ  is weakly compact for some .*N∈n  

)(ii  If we suppose that there exists )(Tρµ ∈  such that )()( 1 XTS W∈− −µ  then, for 

all ),(Tρλ ∈  )()( 1 XTS W∈− −λ  and therefore the results of Theorem 3.3 remaind 
valid.            ♦  

  
3.3. Application to transport equation 
In this section, we shall apply the results of the last subsection to give more precise 
description of the essential spectra to the multidimensional neutron transport equation 
which governs the time evolution of the distribution of neutrons in a nuclear reactor (cf., [6, 
12]):  
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where 0T  is the streaming operator and R  denotes the integral part of 0A  (the collision 

operator), VDvx ×∈),( , where NDD R⊂
o

=  and 1).(= ≥⊂ NVV NR
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 The 

unbounded operator 0A  is studied in the Banach space ),(= 11 dxdvVDLX × . Its 

domain is  
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where  
 }.),{(= DxatingoingisvthatsuchVDvx ∂∈×∂∈Γ−  

The function (.)σ  is called the collision frequency. The scattering kernel (.,.,.)κ  define 

a linear operator R  by : .),(),,(,: 11 vdvxvvxkXXR
V

′′′→→ ∫ ψψ   Observe that the 

operator R  acts only on the variables .v′  So, x  may be viewed merely as a parameter 
in D . Hence, we may consider R  as a function ,)(:(.) ZxRxR ∈→∈D  where 

)),((= 1 dvVLZ L  denotes the set of all bounded linear operators on ).,(1 dvVL   In the 
following we will make the assumptions  
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where )),(( 1 dvVLK  denotes the set of all compact operators on );(1 dvVL .  
 
Definition 3.2. A collision operator R  is said to be regular if it satisfies )( 1H .♦  

 Notice that the spectrum of the operator 0T  was analyzed in [12]. In particular 

we have, },{=)(=)(=)(=)( *
0000 λλλσσσσ −≤∈ RethatsuchTTTT BSW C  

where ).(liminf:= 0||
* ξσλ ξ →   

 
Lemma 3.2. ([12, Lemma 2.1]) Let K  and H  be two regular collision operators on 1X  

and ,>ηλRe  where η  is the type of the 0C -semigroup generated by .0T   
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)(i  HTK 1
0)( −−λ  is weakly compact on 1X . If )(=),( vvx σσ  and if D  is 

convex then HTK 1
0)( −−λ  is compact on 1X . 

)(ii  If ηω >  then 0=)(lim
1

0|| PP HTKIm
−

+∞→ −λλ  uniformly in 

}.;{ ωλλ ≥∈ ReC             ♦  
 The following theorem provides an extension and an improvement of some 

results (see for examples [3, 11]).  
 

Theorem 3.4. Let R  be a regular operator on 1X . )(i  If )( 0 RTle +ρ  is a connected 

set of C , then ).(=)( 00 TRT lele σσ +  )(ii  If )( 0 RTre +ρ  is a connected set of C , 

then ).(=)( 00 TRT rere σσ +  )(iii  If )( 0 RTW +ρ  is a connected set of C , then 

).(=)( 00 TRT WW σσ +  )(iv  If )( 0 RTS +ρ  is a connected set of C , then 

    ).(=)()(=)( 0000 TRTandTRT BBSS σσσσ ++                        ♦
Proof. The results are consequence of Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.1 )(ii .              
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